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Autumn in Shimshal and Naltar

Stephen Venables
Photographs 29-30

Dick, as usual, was a long way ahead. I followed more slowly, feet dragging in the
dust, leaden with the weight of two grotesquely clumsy Makalu boots, which had
first seen service in Afghanistan, seven years earlier; but I was enjoying the day
which had begun so bleakly, with a grey rainy morning at Base Camp. After
breakfast the weather had improved and we had set off to walk to Shimshal
village. Now, as we made our way back home, the Shimshal valley was radiant in
the silver light of/ate afternoon. A huge crane glided above the river and was soon
lost in the immensity of the landscape. Dick, distantly dot-like as ever, was
climbing up the great moraine of the Malangutti glacier, whose tongue thrusts far
out into the Shimshal valley, forcing the river out in a wide bend. Dick reached
the top of the moraine; then I noticed more figures, descending towards me. Soon
I met them - two men, three children and some yaks - on their way home to
Shimshal, hazily backlit by the low evening sunlight. The children were all
delightful smiles and giggles, intrigued by my size twelve double boots. It was a
brief moment of serenity - a feeling that we really were in a very special remote
corner of the Karakoram, poised on the edge of the open, once frontierless,
spaces of Central Asia.

That was one of the happier moments of the 'British West Karakoram
Expedition 1984'. We set off with high hopes at the end of August. The plan was
simple - Dick Renshaw and I, accompanied initially by Cardiff climbers, Brian
Chisholm and Don Hillman, would visit two 'open trekking areas' - first the
Shimshal valley, on the N side of the main Karakoram watershed, then the
gentler Naltar valley, near Gilgit. We did indeed visit both valleys but one part of
the plan failed terribly for visions of crisp cloudless Autumn days were never
fulfilled. Instead, a succession of prolonged snowfalls, combined with ever
decreasing temperatures, made even the lowest peaks steadily more dangerous
and few of our climbing ambitions were achieved.

The journey to the mountains was refreshingly simple. As 'trekkers' we needed
no liaison officer and no permit; all we had to do was stock up with food and fuel,
take a bus up the Karakoram Highway from Rawalpindi to Gilgit and then
continue by minibus, through Hunza, to the village of Pasu, home of many of
Pakistan's finest climbers and high altitude porters. Ghulam Mohammed, land
lord at the Pasu Inn, gleefully regaled us with accounts of the astronomical wages
he had earned on Mazeaud's 1982 Nanga Parbat expedition: 'Camp One upside
- ISO rupees one day; Camp Two upside - 200 rupees; Top Camp - 400
rupees; 8000 metres- a million rupees ... ' and soit went on. At a more humble
level, we required six porters to help us transport some supplies up the Shimshal
valley to our proposed Base Camp on the W bank of the Malangutti glacier.

Pasu is a dreary place when it rains. The Shimshal gorge was more than dreary
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- it was oppressively hostile. Until recently the lower part of the valley was
avoided by a long detour over the high Karun Pir pass - the route taken by
Schomberg and, later, Shipton. Now a spectacular path has been blasted from the
walls of the gorge and of course there are also those inimitable Karakoram
passages where one dashes, slithers and slips frantically over giant mud banks,
glancing fearfully up at the ponderous tons of rain-loosened boulders poised above.

The first night was spent in the safety of a huge cave. The second night we
stopped at Dhud (marked Pikut on most maps). Here the valley briefly opens out
before one is funnelled into another gorge where the only contemplatable route is
the brilliantly engineered path high on the S bank of the river. The sun was now
shining and, looking across the gorge, we saw deep, unapproachable valleys leading
up to the high snows of Karun Koh - a remote outlier of the Karakoram range,
which completely dominates the N side of the Shimshal valley. The afternoon was
enlivened by crossing a notoriously dangerous scree slope, which is bombarded
by flying rocks at any time of day or night; then we continued safely along the
widening valley floor to Ziarat - a shrine, marked by many flags. The following,
fourth day we arrived at Malangutti by mid morning, completing a typically
leisurely Karakoram walk-in, and paid off the porters. Malangutti consists of a
hut in a small field. From here the route to Shimshal crosses the Malangutti
Glacier, before continuing along the main valley. Malangutti was a hot, dusty,
viewless spot, so we moved to a better campsite, with trees, grass, running water
and, on rare cloudless days, superb views, 4km further up the ablation valley.
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We spent 16 days in the area before returning to Gilgit. Good efforts were made
by all the team but not many points scored. We carried out a limited exploration
of the Malangutti basin; we gazed at the awesome N face of Distaghil Sar, on the
rare moments when the clouds lifted to reveal it, and decided that we probably
would not be returning another year to attempt it; we made several unsuccessful
attempts on several inspiring peaks and we successfully climbed two less inspiring
peaks. This was supposed to be a reconnaissance expedition so a few remarks
about the potential of the area seem appropriate.

Everything in the Malangutti basin is on a large scale. The glacier is long and its
three upper branches tortuously complex. No attempt has yet been made on the
spectacular N side of Distaghil Sar, which dominates the glacier. It is as imposing
as the climbed S side is drab, but any attempt from this side would involve a
difficult, dangerous, logistically complicated approach up ice-falls which bear
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comparision with the Khumbu. The most compelling line is a spur, about 3000m
high, slanting rightwards up to the W summit, but much of the route is threatened
by prodigious seracs. The NNW face to the right is perhaps safer, but would give
extremely hard climbing on steep, snow-dusted granite, with only a few moments
of sun each day. A more reasonable proposition is the long ridge which curves up
and round, from a low pyramid peak to the E summit of Distaghil Sar. Way back,
at the head of the E branch of the glacier, are the Yazghil domes, which have now
both been climbed from the S side. In the SW branch of the glacier lies Malangutti
Sar - an unclimbed 7320m peak; all approaches on this side appear to be
threatened by avalanche.

We chose to concentrate our efforts on a cwm above the E side of the glacier. A
beautiful snow pyramid which, for want of a local name, I have called Shimshal
Weisshorn, was an obvious objective. First Dick and I did a training climb on
'Corner Peak' (c. 5600m). It took several hours to move across the Malangutti
Glacier and up into the cwm where we waited a day to acclimatize. We climbed
l400m up and down the peak in a tiring 18 hour day. On the summit ridge we had
our first taste of the awkward Autumn conditions - iron hard ice overlaid with
powder snow. Our training climb turned into something of an epic, as we panted
from one false summit to the next, finally collapsing, exhausted, on the genuine
top, late in the day. The descent involved some exciting abseiling from ice
bollards and a long, weary stumble back down the lower slopes, in the dark.

The following day we were back at Base Camp. Don and Brian returned from
an abortive attempt on a tottering ridge above the camp and then, after we had all
enjoyed a day of restful domesticity, came with us back up to the cwm below
Shimshal Weisshorn. Dick and I now hoped to climb its knife edge N ridge; Don
and Brian wanted to attempt a peak of about 5800m to its left. Everyone was still
feeling the lack of proper acclimatization so first we climbed an easy peak ofabout
5200m overlooking Shimshal.

Finally, a few hours before dawn, under an optimistically starry sky, Dick and I
left for our Weisshorn. The stars were quickly obliterated and by dawn lowering
black clouds were sending us scurrying back down to the tent. Don and Brian left
for Gilgit but Dick and I stayed up at the high camp, incarcerated in the tent for
30 hours ofheavy snowfall. Three days later we tried again, wading doggedly up a
few hundred metres of knee deep snow. Dick expressed doubts about the
conditions and shortly afterwards we triggered off a frightening slab avalanche,
which only just missed us. The conditions were indeed highly dangerous and
now, in late September, there was little warmth to consolidate all the new snow, so
we regretfully gave up the climb. In the right conditions it would be a wonderful
mountain to climb; it requires some acclimatization, but the scale and character
of the mountain are essentially Alpine - very different from the massive,
daunting peaks further south, at the head of the Malangutti Glacier.

Two days later we left Base Camp. Walking back towards Ziarat, we passed the
entrance to the valley just West ofMalangutti. Framed in the V of the valley was a
white, pointed summit - an attractive peak marked c. 6 lOOm on the Japanese
map. We had noticed how it dominates the western side ofthe Malangutti Glacier
and how high it seemed - probably its height is nearer 6600m.

The walk-in with porters had taken four days. Walking out on our own,
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carrying 30kg loads, it took 18 hours to return to Pasu. Then we drove back
through Hunza. After the austerity of Shimshal, it was wonderful to return to the
autumnal abundance of the valley's fields and orchards. Five thousand metres
above the road, Rakaposhi gleamed benignly in a blue sky, and after all the rain,
snow and frustration of the last three weeks, it seemed that October might just
bring us better luck and a chance to do some real climbing.

We stayed two days in Gilgit, resting, washing and stocking up for the Naltar
valley. Brian had left but Don decided to come up with us to Naltar during his
four remaining days. We took the daily bus, which starts its journey with an
absurdly repetitious tour of the bazaars ofGilgit. After about three hours circling,
the bus was deemed sufficiently crammed with passengers and we left for Noma!.
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From there, only jeeps can drive to Naltar and foreigners are suitably fleeced for
the trip. We arrived at dusk, to be greeted by a fierce, cold wind and incipient
rain. Undaunted, we arranged for four porters to report for duty in the morning.
They turned up two hours late, accompanied by two donkeys who did all the load
carrying on our leisurely, two day stroll to Base Camp. For form's sake, the four
men came along too and duly collected their high wages at Base Camp. Dick
remarked with some feeling that he never, ever again wanted to see the men of
Naltar.

I had always had my doubts about the Naltar valley, ever since the day in 1979
when I was waiting patiently in the Gilgit bank to change money. I was accosted
by an American tourist of the more earnest, intense variety - blond-haired,
bearded, blue-eyed and filled with an avid desire to share his 'experiences' with
fellow travellers. He had just been to Naltar - an experience on a par with seeing
the Acropolis or the Taj Mahal for the first time. Fervently clutching my arm, he
whispered hoarsely: 'You've got to go to Naltar'. I protested that I had other
plans, but he would not relent. 'You've got to go. Go to Naltar. No - don't think;
just go!' Now, five years later, I had arrived. Perhaps because of the American's
missionary zeal, many other people had also arrived, over the years, to provide
easy pickings for the Naltar porter industry; but it must be said that the valley
deserves to be popular, with its exquisite meadows and lush forests of spruce,
juniper, rowan and birch, so uncharacteristic of the Karakoram.

Base Camp was on the E side of the glacier, below the Daintar Pass and
immediately opposite the outstanding virgin peak of the valley - Shani (5885m).
On the first evening it glowered at us from beneath black clouds, buf the next
morning was fine. Don left to walk over the snowbound Daintar Pass to Chalt and
back to Gilgit; Dick and I set off to take a closer look at Shani Peak. A few years
back Trevor Braham had described it as a challenge for a future generation of
Bonattis. His statement verged on hyperbole and we certainly did not feel like
updated Bonattis, but it certainly looked a hard enough peak. We just had time,
before descending clouds obliterated the view, to have a good look at the magnifi
cent S pillar of the mountain.

Two days later we returned to attempt it, carrying food for a week and
equipment for a difficult, technical 1600m route. That afternoon we started the
pillar. Dick observed wryly that we had had to wait five weeks since leaving
England to get to grips with some proper climbing. It was wonderful; eight
pitches of enjoyable granite. The afternoon snow started on the sixth pitch. The
eighth was an exhilarating numb-fingered struggle with wet, snow-smothered
holds, before we stopped to bivouac on a comfortable ledge. The afternoon snow
shower developed into a steady fall, which continued for most of the night, most
of the next day and most of the following night, as hope gave way to boredom and
despair and our beautiful granite pillar was smothered in deep powder. On the
second morning, during a brief clearing, we packed up to leave. We secured a
cache of food and gas on the ledge, hoping to return in a few days, then abseiied
back down and returned to Base Camp.

The weather remained unsettled. After a day at camp, we decided to explore
the head of the valley and climbed up in driving snow to the Phakhor Pass. Then
it cleared and suddenly the mountains were beautiful again and Shani looked
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even more compelling. Perhaps in a few days our pillar would be in condition
again, but first we moved the tent round to a campsite high on the flank of
Sentinel Peak. Soon after midnight we set off up snow slopes towards the virgin N
summit. As we approached the summit ridge, I dislodged a slab of snow which
almost took me with it: even on this S slope, which ought to have been consoli
dated by hours of sunlight, conditions were dangerous.

Our timing was perfect: we arrived at the top just as the sun rose over Kunyang
Kish, in the East. Even at lOOkm we could clearly see great plumes of snow
blasting hundreds of metres up into the air from the summit. At our modest
height of about 5400m the wind was vicious enough; operating at 7000m seemed
unthinkable and I was quite glad just to be looking at all those fantastic silhouettes
- Trivor, Shispare, Ultar, Rakaposhi and, far away in the south, Nanga Parbat,
glowing briefly pink, before fading to a dull blue. In the west were countless
mysterious valleys and peaks of the Hindu Raj, brooding under purple clouds.

The N summit of Sentinel Peak was undistinguished by any standards and we
certainly did not 'forget ourselves so much as to shake hands on it,' but it did feel
good to be there, utterly alone in such magnificent surroundings.

Back at Base Camp it started to snow again and our euphoria was quickly
dispelled. The next morning was bitterly cold and water left in my mug froze in a
few minutes. The sky was black and Shani Peak was still smothered in fresh snow,
rendering steep rock climbing on the S pillar almost impossible. Our renewed
experience of avalanche conditions had made us wary of attempting to find an
alternative route on to the far, NW side of the mountain, from the big open
snowslopes near The Twins. It was only the second week of October, but winter
seemed to be arriving. Climbing in the Karakoram had been hopeless this
Autumn and everything that the locals said suggested that the same is true most
years. It seems that at this time of year the weather is even more fickle than in the
summer months. We had had enough of watching and waiting, so after only ten
days in the valley, we decided to leave. We had talked of perhaps walking out over
the Daintar pass, but after packing up all our unused gear into grotesquely
bulging rucksacks, we decided to opt for the easier way back down through
Naltar, in spite of Dick's earlier vows never to visit that village again.

I suppose it was inevitable that the day we drove. back down the Indus to
Rawalpindi should be the one entirely cloudless day in seven weeks; but we
had made the decision to leave and there was no suggestion of going back for
another try.
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